Secretary Gazmin visits soldiers wounded in action

Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin addresses the soldiers receiving treatment at the AFP Medical Center in Quezon City on December 5, 2013. In his message, the Defense Secretary hailed the soldiers as our country’s heroes for fighting the enemy and ensuring the security of the Filipino people. Among the soldiers Secretary Gazmin visited in his annual Christmas salute are soldiers who were wounded in action during the Zamboanga siege in September.
Defence Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin and Assistant Secretary Efren Q. Fernandez distribute gift packs to the soldiers wounded in action during their visit at the AFP Medical Center in Quezon City on December 5, 2013. A total of 68 soldiers receive gift bags distributed during this year’s Christmas visit of the Defence Secretary to the Heroes Ward.
Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin chats with a soldier undergoing treatment at the AFP Medical Center in Quezon City on December 5, 2013. The annual Christmas salute pays tribute to soldiers who were wounded during their missions.
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